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INAUGURAL SESSION 

Seminar began with a warm welcome of all the guests, Saraswati Vandana performed by the 

students of the college and lighting of the lamp. The Principal of the College, Prof. Manoj 

Sinha, took the program forward. Prof. Sinha gave a formal welcomed all the guests and along 

all the guests were felicitated. Prof. Sinha narrated his feelings of being proud organisers of the 

much-required Seminar on Vishwa Guru Bharat and showed his assurance towards generation 

of ideas that will foster national development and prosperity of the nation. After formal 

welcome, Dr. Priti Jagwani, Seminar Convenor read the concept note of the Seminar and 

invited Keynote Speaker Shri Mukul Kanitkar for his lecture.  

Shri. Kanitkar, through his wise words expressed his views on the concept of Vishwa guru 

Bharat. He explained how blessed we all are being born in India. He elaborated that our biggest 

treasure are we ourselves, we need to re-invent and re-recognize ourselves in relation to our 

nation. He also advocated about our practices of Sarvey bhawantu sukhina – where we as 

Indians are considered about the well-being of all. He also spoke how our ancient research is 

full of facts and details relevant to contemporary world, that we all must learn from it and 

emphasised on doing and exploring new avenues via ancient literature and indigenous research.  

After his lecture students of Aryabhatta College gave a wonderful performance of patriotic 

songs and then honorary guests – Prof. Ravi Teckchandani, Shri Shankaranad, Prof Ajay 

K Singh and Prof. B. A Chopade congratulated college for Seminar and also spoke about 

reinstating of our status as Vishwa Guru Bharat via various practices. The session ended with 

vote of thanks by seminar co-convenor Ms. Varsha Singh.  

 

 



Glimpses of Inaugural session  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 



PLENARY SESSION I: HOLISTIC WELL-BEING – INDIAN INTERVENTIONS 

This session focused on the various aspects of well-being as practised and explored via Indian 

knowledge. Dr. V. B Singh started addressing the session with the name of the conference “ 

Vishwa Guru Bharat”. He said first time I am getting this name Vishwa Guru Bharat really 

intriguing for me. Every time we all have been saying and listening what should we do for 

India to become a Vishwa Guru but the title of the conference says India is already a Vishwa 

Guru. He said we need to integrate all the knowledge and information to develop the 

understanding of Holistic well-being. He said the industry of Holistic well-being is spreading 

so fast and there are so many dimensions of Holistic well-being. Dr. V.B. Singh presented 

different dimensions of holistic well-being like sharir ka sukh, mann ka sukh, buddhi ka sukh,  

bhautik sukh, aadhyatmik sukh and aadyatmik sukh  is the ultimate pleasure and happiness. We 

have our own objectives in our life and our objectives determines our Karma in life and the 

ultimate objective of our life is to achieve “param satya(supreme truth)”. Birth as a human 

being is the only opportunity to fulfil this objective. Dr. Singh suggested some Indian 

interventions to accept in our life. We need to follow Astangamarga in our life, truth in our 

belief system, follow the preaching’s of Lord Buddha, need to develop the internal character.   

Second Speaker for the Session Prof. Naveen Kumar; elaborated that Mental health spectrum 

is evolving one. To understand the mental health and illness we need to focus on the 

interdisciplinary ways to deal with the context. According to him each individual is unique in 

his or her own way and to treat everyone with general perspectives and guidelines will not 

suffice our purposes. Medical practitioners must consider culture, ecological environment and 

socio-economic aspects of human world.  Prof. Naveen Kumar also suggested some needs and 

ways to deal with this situation like give importance to career counselling, situation or context 

is also very important to deal with the issues, popularity paradigm shift, paradox of affluence, 

diversity should be respected, mentor-mentee program should be implemented, cultural 



pluralism and so on. Prof. (Dr.) Naveen Kumar also pointed out some Indian interventions for 

the holistic wellbeing like Concept of Karma, Geeta – Updesh, Ayurvedic Perspective (focus 

on root causes), Culture, Collective nourishment, respect for individuals, introspection, 

kindness towards others, being realistic and optimistic approach. Shri Devender Panwar 

summarised the session by discussing the key-points discussed by both the speakers and 

emphasized upon sticking to our roots for the development of self and prosperity of the Nation.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



PLENARY SESSION 2: INDIAN SOCIO-POLITICAL SYSTEM: IDEAS, 

ACHIEVEMENTS AND RESOLVE 

 

This theme of the Seminar focused upon the ideas within Indian philosophy that promote novel 

ways and resolve for us. Prof. Sunil Sondhi started this session with giving real time examples 

of Mahabharata and covered following key points:  

a) The staying power of Indian philosophy and religion need not necessarily be a virtue. 

b) Everything in the world is process not product. Even human being is also a process.  

c) Spiritual realism is holistic realism that comprehends and manages the finite in the 

context of infinite. 

d) Indian view of life does not neglect matter, mind and power. 

e) Those who are exclusively devoted to spirituality, to the neglect of immanent reality 

are in greater darkness than those lost in the perceived reality. 

f) The first basic concept in Indian Knowledge tradition is the Vedas. Vedas is valuable 

source of India’s living tradition. 

g) The Second basic concept in Indian Knowledge tradition is Brahma which is absolute 

reality. 

h) The Third basic concept is Rta which is cosmic and human order that upholds all 

existence and activity in living and nonliving system. 

i) The fourth basic concept is Purushartha which is our active and insightful engagement 

as co-creature. 

Second Speaker Dr. Ishita Bhardwaj discussed about diversity in Indian society. She 

addressed how to acknowledge diversity, she emphasized on Polarization which is no longer 

about caste and gender. She said that we are returning to our society’s life through various 

social media apps like Facebook. WhatsApp. She focused on requirement of skilled individuals 

for industry. Dr. Ishita also discussed key points for modern education, she focused on Shiksha 



is pedagogical part of modern education, and that Vidya is process and Knowledge is product. 

After Dr. Ishita speech Prof. Satish Kumar summarized the session by his concluding 

remarks. He suggested to focus on reflexive thinking. Prof. Satish Kumar also compared new 

education policy with old education policy to demonstrate about use of Indian knowledge 

systems in innovative manner.  

 

 

 



PAPER PRESENTATION PANEL 1: HOLISTIC MEDICINE AND WELLNESS  

This paper presentation session was chaired by Prof. Rajesh Singh and Dr. Kartikey Kohli. 

The following is the brief report of the papers:  

•   Dr. Jayita Choudhary : Autism Spectrum disorder and its Management by 

Homeopathic Methodology along with art therapy  

The paper highlighted the intervention for autism. With increasing prevalence in autism, 

the use of homeopathy treatment in dealing with autism suggested as an alternative. 

Through case studies the speaker emphasised to deal with autism and its behaviours 

issues.   

•   Dr. Megha Dhillon: Jnana, Bhakti, Karma, Raja: Exploring connections between 

Bhagavad Gita’s Spiritualism and Modern Psychology’s emphasis on Mental well-being 

This paper emphasised on the relevance of Geeta to understand well being. It also was an 

attempt to revisit earlier marginalised knowledge. Modern Indian psychology can used 

knowledge of Geeta in creation of well being. The dialogue between Krishna and Arjun 

dialogue truly highlight the well being concepts. And also stated that Geeta could be used 

for building well-being and resilience.  

• Varsha Singh: Avidya to Moksha – Learning from Yogic and Vedantic Approaches  

A theoretical paper on yogic and vedantic approach in self work was the central theme of 

this paper. Concepts which are relevant to realising the true self, higher state of 

consciousness and attaining moksha were the main highlights. Vedantic knowledge a rich 

source to guide the self work.  

• Gopal Puskhar: Yoga and Meditation in Health Promotion and Intervention: A Review  

The paper was focused on yoga and meditation. Two of these are hardwired in our culture 

and closely woven in our day to day living. Paper emphasized the two models of yoga - 



linear and synthesis model. Effects of yoga on various domains like biological, 

psychological, emotional and social were discussed. 

• Dr. Praveen Kumar: Vipassana-its significance for the well-being of human being in 

globalized world 

This paper discussed about Vipasana which means “to look” and through this research it 

was rediscovered, and in the modern era there are proofs for effectiveness of Vipasana to 

human suffering like cancer and other physical ailments.   

• Sarthak Paliwal: Two and a half letters of love, Implementing Kabir Das’s Teaching in 

Transpersonal Therapy  

This paper focused on implementing Kabir Das’s Teaching in Transpersonal Therapy. It 

explored Kabir Das work as a possible bibliiotherapy in transpersonal approach. The 

underlying back ground to his arguments was ignoring the role of spirituality and religion 

in modern psychotherapy. Kabir Das work can change the modern psychotherapy. 

• Namit Gupta: Improvisation and flow in Indian Classical Music: Their role in Music 

Therapy 

This paper highlighted the forms of Indian classical music and how it can induce flow and 

extemporization. The relationship of music with flow is well established, and music is one 

of the most common way to induce flow. Indian classical music could help in illnesses like 

cardio-pulmonary and overall health. Learning classical music not only leads to proficiency 

but well-being as well.  

• Shanta Kumari: “Shadow pandemic”  

The paper discussed the unseen consequences on the well ness of women during the 

pandemic. It tries to understand the negative and unseen impact of cover 19 on females 



during lockdown. It also identifies the interventions that were available during the 

lockdown especially the NGO’s.  

• Arunima Bharadwaj: Ayurveda: the holistic approach to life 

This paper highlighted Ayurveda as a holistic approach, and the science of life. As an oldest 

traditional system of medicine the it deals with vapour aspects of well being. The ultimate goal of 

this treatment modality is spiritual in nature and there is a person specific treatment. 

 

The chair summarized the overall session and gave remarks on the presentations. Best 

papers were awarded to two participants - Sarthak Paliwal and Arunima Bharadwaj.  

 

 



 

 

 

 
 



PAPER PRESENTATION PANEL 2: POLICY, GOVERANCE AND LEADERSHIP 

 

This session allowed scholars to present their research work in the areas of policy, governance 

and leadership. This session was chaired by Dr. Bhuwan Jha and Dr. Monica Agarwal. The 

session was attended by 13 participants.   

Paper 1 titled Vishwa Guru Bharat as Normative power :- Nature, Ideational Roots and 

conditions of efficacy presented by Dr. Rajendra Dayal. The following key points of his 

research work were presented: 

1. Fundamentals of Vishwa Guru Bharat as Normative power as Bharat guru mission is 

based on the belief that ancient knowledge, philosophies/wisdom can be helpful in 

dealing with contemporary problems related to international conflicts, fundamentalism, 

terrorism and existential threat to global commons.  

2. He also addressed the criticism of Vishwa Guru Bharat project and highlighted that 

India achieving social development which is based on Knowledge and Karma Yoga as 

stated by Vivekanand. Finally, concluded Vishwa Guru Bharat is a call for National 

resurgence. 

Paper 2  titled भारतीय ज्ञान परंपरा के संवर्धन में शिक्षकों की भूशिका presented by Dr. 

Muskan. The following key points of his research work were presented: 

1. In multiple disciplines like science and technology, Maths etc. 

2. Discussed about National Education Policy. 

3. Discussed about spiritual scripts of Inida. 

4. Pride and honor about language and literature. 

Paper 3  titled India Space Leadership in Third World: Today and Beyond presented by 

Rohit Kumar. The following key points of his research work were presented: 

1. Research areas of space and satellites. 

2. South Asian Satellites. 

3. SATCOM policy working from last 1.5 years. 



4. About first startup by Sushmita Mohanty and finally, concluded the leadership in the 

third world. 

Paper 4 titled Bharatiya Concept of Prosperity and the world today presented by Digvijay 

Singh. The following key points of his research work were presented: 

1. He presented the concept of prosperity and its types like ecological, social sustainability 

in terms of Indian Concept. 

2. Prosperity by Godess Laxmi and its types. 

Paper 5 titled वर्तमान परिप्रेक्षय में भारर्ीय ववदेशनीवर् के संदभत में कोविल्य के अर्तशास्त्र की 

प्रासंविकर्ा  presented by Shan Kumar. The following key points of his research work were 

presented: 

1. Discussed about kautilya’s neeti (theory) and its connection with videsh neeti. 

2. Kautilyas theory about “Vigrah” and “Sandhi”. 

Paper 6 titled The Quest for Global Leadership: Thinking Beyond Eurocentrism with 

Swami Vivekananda presented by Praveen Kumar. He had discussed about the wisdom, 

religion etc. about the The Quest for Global Leadership. 

Paper 7 titled Financial inclusion and financial Literacy need of migrant workers: The 

role of financial literacy in increasing the flow of remittances presented by Ravi Panchal. 

He highlighted that Inclusive finance is a core concept of finance that makes various financial 

products and services accessible and affordable to all individuals and businesses, especially 

those excluded from the formal financial system. One of the leading forces affecting people's 

ability to access financial services in rural areas is financial literacy. 

Paper 8 titled Quality Education: Prerequisite for Realizing Goal of Vishwa Guru Bharat 

presented by Dr. Aishwarya Jha. She emphasized on the Education ought to promote 

intelligence, and must focus on creative, emotional, social, environmental, ethical and spiritual 

quotients necessary for developing a well-rounded holistic citizenry. 



Finally, Paper 9 titled भारतीय सवंिधान: स्िराज्य का प्रस्थान ब दं ुpresented by Mr. Arjun Anand 

focused on various aspects of constitution of India and how entire world can learn from us about the 

intricacies and functioning of democracy.  

At the end of the presentations session chairs summarized the session by their concluding remarks. They 

decided three best paper presenter awards for the session to Praveen Dhanda, Digvijay Singh and 

Ravi Panchal. 

 
 

 

 
 



Day 2: 14th December 2022 

 

PLENARY SESSION 3: GLORIOUS PAST AND PROMISING FUTURE- BHARTIYA 

BHASHAYEIN, SAHITYA, KALA AUR SANSKRITI 

 

This session on Glorious Past and Promising Future- Bhartiya Bhashayein, Sahitya, Kala aur 

Sanskriti focussed on the origin of various languages from Sanskrit and the importance of 

ancient languages. Professor Girish Nath Jha spoke about the various sub disciplines that fall 

under linguistics, as well as the core areas of study within the field. He emphasized the 

importance of understanding the different branches of linguistics in order to gain a more well-

rounded knowledge of the subject. Prof. Jha also highlighted how linguistics includes research 

on how language is used and acquired by individuals, groups, and communities. Takshila and 

other ancient institutes provided a broad education that encompassed both the humanities and 

the sciences.  

Professor Rakesh K. Upadhayay during his lecture focused on ancient Indian business and 

education in his work and Takshila is among the various ancient institutes which are part of 

our rich cultural lineage. These institutes, he argued, are important in providing the education 

that has both practical and theoretical applications. Prof. Ravi Tekchandani as session chair 

summarized the session and spoke about the rich history of India and its bright future. He then 

proceeded to share his extensive knowledge on the topic, providing deep insights into the 

country's past and present. The session was very well-received by the audience, and gave 

insights about the origin of various languages from the Sanskrit language.  

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 



PLENARY SESSION 4: GROWTH AND SUSTAINABILITY: OUR INNOVATIONS 

This session of the seminar focused upon sustainability and innovations for the contemporary issues 

faced by us as a society using our Indian knowledge systems. The first speaker of the session 

Professor Virendra Singh Negi discussed that sustainable is synonymous with Sanatan. To 

be sustainable, it is more important to know yourself. Identifying yourself while equalizing 

your needs is essential. We need to play our role by being vocal on global issues and in the 

same way we will become self-reliant.  

While describing the technology, Professor Vandana Gupta elaborated that we must progress 

with the technology and being innovative does not necessarily equates with noble prize worth 

inventions, use of our ideas based on our cultural knowledge can help us attain solutions to 

many problems. She gave example of how people across the nation and have been doing 

wonderful efforts in turning waste to useful sustainable products. She emphasized that filed 

work explorations and learning from life around will help us in becoming more sustainable. 

Session chair Prof. Ghanti Murti summarized that session by urging the audience to learn and 

innovate using vast Indian knowledge available to us and conduct researches in the area in 

order to establish and generalize these sustainable and innovative practices to the world.  

 



 

 

 



PAPER PRESENTATION PANEL 3: INDIAN LANGUAGES, LITERATURE, ART AND 

CULTURE 

 

This session focused on research associated with Indian art culture and literature. Dr. 

Satyendra Pandey and Prof. B Mangalam were session chairs for this panel and a total of 

nine scholars presented their research during the same.  

1)  Ms. Bharti Sharma presented her paper on  In Ancient India – A Biblometric Review 

using PPT presentation very well relate Indian Ethos in Management refers to the values 

and practices that the culture of India with the explanations of Qulitative aspects, 

remediation of findings, Limitations etc. 

2) Dr. Geeta Budhiraja presented her paper on Bhog on the Dining Table: Contemporizing 

Food Offerings to the Divine using ppt presentation, very well explain food associated 

with Puja, Marriage, festival, annaprasan, Death ritual etc . Relate food with digestion and 

Health, Aushadhi etc.  

3) Brijeshwari Rukwal presented her paper on Contribution of Xuanzan - The Indian 

Knowledge System to China ,Exaplai Sanskrit language in few state, Buddhism structure 

in India and relate it with other countries structuresetc. 

4) Huynh Thi Bich Lanh presented her paper on The Contribution of Buddhism In 

Vietnam using ppt presentation very well explain overview of  Vietnam Buddhism and 

How Buddhism influence Vietnam etc. 

5) Karun Malhotra presented his paper on Esa dhammo sanantano: Dharma, the eternal 

universal law – Significant to successful nations with special reference to Great 

Asokan Empire. He was a Research scholar in University of Delhi. Very well explained 

true meaning of Dhamma and the need of ashika principles etc, 



6) Priyal Pal presented his paper on Indian Folklore , He explained about the importance of 

Folklore, moral values and stories of Ramayana, Mahabharata & Veda’s, cultural ethics 

and heritage, Art of India like Madhubani painting etc. 

7) Jitender Kumar  presented his paper on लवलतकलाओ ंका अंतः  स- ंंध . He explained 

about the Kavya kala vs Lalit kala using two people conversation etc. 

8) Simerjit Kaur  presented her paper on Buddhist Approach to Education: A beam of 

light in BANI world , describe all the concept using five different way. 

 

9) Anshuman Tewary presented his paper on Critical Analysis of Ram Rajya: 

Implications for Current Political System. He was a student of History honours, 

Aryabhtta college, University of Delhi. He explained about the real meaning of Ram Rajya 

using the examples taken from the teachings of  Mahatma Gandhi and literature review 

based on Indian system of Gurukul 

Following three awarded as Best paper presentation 

1. Simerjit Kaur: Buddhist Approach to Education: A beam of light in BANI world. 

2. Karun Malhotra: Esa dhammo sanantano: Dharma, the eternal universal law – 

Significant to successful nations with special reference to Great Asokan Empire. 

3. Anshuman Tewary: Critical Analysis of Ram Rajya: Implications for Current 

Political System.   

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 



PAPER PRESENTATION PANEL 4: GROWTH, INNOVATION AND 

SUSTAINABILITY 

 

This session for paper presentations focused on the innovative and sustainable practices 

developed via Indian knowledge. The session chairs for this panel were Professor Sanjay 

Bhardwaj and Prof Surajit Deb. The brief description about the research papers presented 

during this session, is as follows:       

1. Ms Akanksha Rajguru and Ms Tanvee Shukla: Rediscovering Indian 

Ecopsychology: An Exploration of the Role & Implications of Koshas in 

Developing Interventions for Combating Air Pollution 

The paper briefly describes the role and impact of air pollution on the five Koshas 

namely, Annamaya, Pranamaya, Manomaya, Vijayanagara, and Anandamaya. 

Furthermore, it puts forth recommendations for interventions that can be incorporated 

within our daily lives to promote holistic health and wellness for each dimension of the 

Koshas, in the context of the current environmental crisis. 

 

2. Dr. O.P Gusai and Ms. Bhavna Basist: Growing the Utilization of Indian 

Understanding in the Education System and Its Advancement for The Modern 

world 

This paper explains the historical contribution in development of the education system 

in India and also aimed at improving the quality of education in the country. 

 

3. Dr. Priyanka Puri: The Emerging field of Geoethics- but is it new to us? 

The paper is organised in two parts. The first part deals with the explanation of the 

emerging branch of geoethics and its components. The second part proceeds to observe, 



examine and analyse the concept with regards to theories and practices in the Indian 

context in historical and current contexts. 

4. Mr Vijay Rawat: Idea of Vasudhaiva Kutumbakam and Sustainable Development 

Goals:Particular Focus on Climate Action, Life Below water, Life on Land 

The paper deals with the Idea of Vasudhaiva Kutumbakam as an Ethical Principal, 

which can guide people to act in harmony with nature. 

 

5. Ms Meghna Joshi: Sustainable Growth of Retail Industry: Inputs from 

Psychometric Study of the Workforce in Delhi/NCR 

This study presents a psychometric analysis of the background of over 100 frontline 

workers employed across 50 retail outlets of Delhi/NCR. It also examines the 

aspirations and obstacles in grooming the frontline workers in the retail industry besides 

underlining a few innovative ways to empower workforce to create a sustainable retail 

industry. 

 

6. Ms Trang Jain & Dr Arpit Jain: A Computer may work better with Brahmi than 

Sanskrit This paper studies about some of the features of Brahmi Script which will 

help in further exploration of capabilities of this script to be used as a suitable option 

for computers. 

 

Three best paper awards during this session were announced for - Ms Akansha & Ms Tanvee, 

Dr Priyanka and Ms Meghna Joshi.   

 

 



  

 

 



VALEDICTORY SESSION 

As the seminar came to an end, valedictory session for the seminar was graced by Prof. B A 

Chopade, Former Vice Chancellor, BAMU, Aurangabad; Rashtriya Pramukh, Bharatiya 

Shikshan Mandal and Prof Balaram Pani – Dean of Colleges, University of Delhi. The 

programme commenced with introductory speech and welcome address delivered by Ms. Mona 

Adlakha and Prof. Manoj Sinha, Principal, Aryabhatta College welcomed Prof. B A Chopade 

and Prof. Balaram Pani. Prof.  B A Chopade addressed the participants about the pertinence 

and importance of research and innovation. He stressed upon the concept of quality education 

and how can India become a Knowledge Centre. The Vedas and other scripts written in Sanskrit 

are full of information and solutions for the whole world. He added that promoting research 

and start-up in the varied areas would help India to become Vishva Guru. Prof. Balaram Pani 

spoke about the relevance of such seminars with young minds and congratulated College for 

organizing 2-day seminar effectively on Vishwa Guru Bharat. He conveyed that Indian has 

always been knowledge hub for the entire world and we just need to rediscover and reinstate 

our stature. The concluding remarks were given by Prof. Manoj Sinha, Principal, Aryabhatta 

College. He explained the relevance of earth; Prithvi; a mother. Our young generation should 

respect Prithvi; a mother and try to understand the concept of civilization. Sir also congratulate 

the organizers and paper presenters for making this event a great success. At the end, Dr. 

Monica Aggarwal presented vote of thanks to the Bharatiya Shikshan Mandal, ICCSR, paper 

presenters and all sponsors. Overall, the seminar had been a colossal success in terms of 

research aptitude and participation. 

 

 

 



  

 

 



CONTRIBUTION OF SEMINAR  

The two-day National Seminar proved out to be an effective academic fair for all the young 

research scholars, experts in the field and student participants. More than 100 participants 

attended the seminar and about 30 eminent experts from across the nation delivered their 

lectures during the seminar. We have received more than 50 abstracts out of which around 37 

were selected and presented during the seminar. This Seminar brought together academicians, 

researchers, practitioners and policy makers from various disciplines to deliberate upon use of 

our Indian knowledge in dealing with relevant issues concerning individuals, community, 

society, health, culture, and education. Needless to say, the contribution of scholars and 

intellects through their knowledge sharing and research work is one stepping stone towards 

reinstating our status as Vishwa Guru Bharat. During seminar participants shared their 

innovative ideas and interventions using Indigenous knowledge in the area of wellness, 

policy, governance and art which will help us in creating new policies aimed at dealing 

with relevant issues of the country. Seminar was also effective in dispersing awareness 

about our Indian knowledge systems and their applications which was thought proving for 

young minds. This seminar helped promotion of rich cultural heritage and will help in 

setting a road map for effective management of nation’s creative economy. It will allow 

for inclusion of unique indigenous perspectives into policy manual. These cultural and 

historical aspects embedded in policies would not only help in effective implementation 

but also in reception by the stakeholders. Seminar will sensitize students towards our rich 

cultural heritage and help in instilling feelings of pride and responsibility in them as a  

citizen; its ripple effect would ensure their interest and participation in policy development 

and implementation in future. We are also in the process of publishing a book titled 

‘Vishwa Guru Bharat’ with selected papers presented during seminar which wi ll also 

surely help in promoting innovative interventions through our Indian knowledge systems.  



MEDIA COVERAGE  

 

We were featured and published by daily national newspaper AMAR UJALA on 18 

December 2022  

 

  



 



SOME MORE GLIMPSES FROM NATIONAL SEMINAR VISHWA GURU BHARAT 

 

 

 

 

 



  

 

 

 

  

 

 



  

 

 

 

 

 



 

  

 

 

 



 

  

 

 









 

  

 



OUR SPECIAL THANKS TO 

 

OUR SPONSERS AND PARTNERS  

 

 

 

 

   

 

SUNIL ENTERPRISES  
 

OUR PHOTOGRAPHY AND VIDEOGRAPHY PARTNER 

 






























